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Abstract 

In thi! pap~r , ·~ select the Semantic Binary Databue Model 
(SBDM J M a fw.:t-'mented model and augment ib features with a.c 
tivity , .. preaenta.ti';tt .s By adding this expansion to the SBDM , we 
havt h " Y~ lem tbat meet& all the requirements of a knowledge ban 
systerrr The SBO JI. is be.sed on a structured object scheme . )t rep

resenh kn r, wJedg~ 'Jf the Universe of Discourse (UoD) aa a collec ti on 
o f eletm·ntary fa.ch r/. two types : unary and binary facta . Non-bi nary 
relo.~i ·m• can bo:: re ~.a.rded u groups of elementary binary relat.ion 
shipr. 

Dynllmic upe-:t• are modeled by situation-action rules , dynamic 
conslr"IT•ta and a 'lJnLrol m~chanism for efficient triggering rules . 
Atta.ct ... ri lo ca.cb raJ"! is a pair of dynamic co nstrainta : one precon

ditio n "-nd on~ P'JS\-: !'J ndition , which ar~ sp~cified a.a predicate logic 
exp reu 1'ms . Tng~"!n and co nslraints guarante~ integrity and con 
sisten,.y rJ( fach in the knowledge bas~ . The enhanced model i1 a 
comb 111 "-li r,n of pr' ... t:iuction rules and structured object kno wledge 
reprea"r•LH.Lion !-Ch ".: m"!1o . 

K.-yworda: ltlna.ntic data models , data abstraction, rule , 
objtrl , ''Vent , ca tegory. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Recently 11111rh attenti<Jn has been devoted to the modeling of all types of 
constraints;, a Uni ven• of Discourse (UoD). The recent trend is to embed 
more intelli~'"'ce int<J database systems. This assists in the deduction of 
facts and ll11· extract i<Jn of knowledge from the database. A knowledge 
base syste111 require • the complete definition of both fact specifications 
and activity •pecificati(Jns. 

Therefor .. , the new generation of DBMS will manage not only a database 
of facts , but ILioo. a knowledge base of rules and heuristics regarding differ
ent. applicati"ns, such as knowledge acquisition , semantic query optimiztt
tion, user iut.t:rfaces , and database design . 

Semantir data models were introduced as schema design tools to ac
curately model the functional requirements that arise in a UoD. Later , 
they have bt•cn used as front -ends to some existing sys tems, and recently 
have become the ba•i• for full.fledged DBMS [8). A semantic data model 
is a high level of ab•traction for modeling data, it is richer and has more 
expressive power to capture more semantics. Therefore , it helps the de
signers to think of data in a natural way. It also supports a framework 
for top-down, modular view of the schema design . It gives a complete and 
explicit description of the semantic properties of a database during its life
cycle (creation, use and maintenance) [2). The enforcement of constraints 
and the optimization of queries lead to enhanced functionality and more 
efficiency by elimination of functional redundancy. Finally, it reduces the 
semantic overloading of data type constructor by shifting a sub•tantial 
amount of schema information from the constraint side to the structural 
side and define behavioral properties implicitly in the schema as structural 
properties. 

In order to explain our approach, we first introduce semantic model 
components and the Semantic Binary Data Model (SBDM), which are 
described in section 2. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: 
section 3 presents background materials on dynamic features as presented 
in other semantic data models. In section 4, we select tools for modeling 
dynamic aspect. to be used in our model. In section 5, we define the 
dynamic features in the Semantic Binary Data Model. Finally we give an 

1 This work ha, been •upporLed in part by a grant £rom Florida Hich Technology and 
Ind ustry Couu C" il. 
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example in order to demonstrate the applicability of our approach , and 
we conclude with a •ummary and points for future research . 

2 COMPONENTS OF THE SEMANTIC DATA 
MODELS 

Semantic data models are characterized by their rich oemantico and their 
modeling constructs for describing the semantic features and properties 
of a DoD. The complete design and specification of oemantic model must 
include both structure and behavior to form the completion of conceptual 
specification [3) . In practice , however, fact• are more fundamental than 
activities to the users of an information system. The basic components of 
a semantic data model , as illustrated in Figure ( 1 ), are the following : 

• Static: in which they describe the structural properties of th e en
tities , relationships and the asoociations among the entities of the 
UoD . 

An ent ity can be simple (irreducible) or composite (deri ved) . 
A simple entity can be abstract or concrete (printable ) types. 
A composite entity is an aggregate of •imple ones . 

- Entity properties (attributes) . 

Relationships among entities. 

• Dynamic: in which they describe the operational (behavioral ) char
acteristics . Such operations can be classified as: 

- Simple (primitive) operations that can be applied on a single 
instance of entities at the low-level of data manipulation opera
tions such as : Select , Jruert , Delete, Update, Project, Join and 
Jnter.ect. 

- Composite operations can be applied at high-level user de
fined operations such as: Purchase, Reject.Order, Rotate, Reg
ister.Cla•s, Change_Claos. Such operations are composed of 
several low-level operations, each operates on different entity. 

• Knowledge rules, or semantic integrity constraints and security 
rules , that are general rules of inference to preserve the consistency 
of the data to be stored in the database. These rules are either static 
(on entities ) or dynamic (on operations ). 

Static constraint. specify the rules on different entities (as unique
ness integrity) , rules of entity properties (as single, multivalued, 
null attributes) and rules of relationships among entities . 

Dynamic constraint. specify the rules on the operations apply 
on entities that keep its integrity and consistency. Since those 
rules applied on operations of entitie1, they are usually called 
action rules. 

Static properties are defined in a schema, whereas dynamic properties are 
defined as specifications for programs, queries , and reports. A schema 
consists of a definition of all of the application '• object types, including 
their attributes, relationships , and static constraints . An instantaneous 
database is a repository of data and facts, that corresponds to an instance 
of the schema [1). The significance of the integration of knowledge rule 
system into the database is not only to enforce integrity and consistency 
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Fig I. Seman tic Data Models Components 
constraints, but it also assiats in the fact baae design and in query opt i 
mization process . Action rules also help to extend the semantics of the 
schema. They assist in the propagation of the effects of updates on the 
data model to maintain the asserti ve part of any predicate [9J. 

Semantic Binary Data Model (SBDM) SBDM [15,12,14 ,13 J, 
supports aggregation, classifi cation and generalization abstraction mecha
njsms. It represents information of the UoD as a collection of elementary 
facts of tw o types: 

unary facta: that categorize the o.bjects of the Uo D into entity seta 
where objects can have overlapped struct ural properties, but co m· 
mon propertie> are nonred undantl y specified . 

binary facts: that re late ob jerLpairs with va rious kin ds nf rel at ionships . 
Each binary relation is view•d as an inverse pair of possioly mult i
valued functions . The meaning of the relat ion remains unaltered in 
time, while the sets of pain nf ohjects co rre sponrlin~ to the relation 
may differ fr om time to time . A relation can he t : l , I :M, \ 1:1 or 
M:M (man y-to-many) . 

:"'n n· binary relations can be regarded as groups of Piementa.ry re lations. 

3 BACKGROUND 

Traditi onal ciatabMes were typica.Uy passive in the sense that a trans· 
arlion or a. query is executed when exp licitly requested. No mechanism 
was provided for abstracting the co n>i>t ent usage of the database entity 
throughout its lifetime. An acti ve DBMS allow• to specify actions to be 
taken automatically (without manual intervent ion ) when certain condi
tions ari>e . The features and capabilities nf active DBMSs can be traced 
bark to CODA SYL [·tJ. Constraints, which are pred icates , are used to 
maintain integrity 1\nd ron>istenry of data objects and can be associated 
with rla>Ses. Trigger (also called monit or> or altrter>) and constraint 
mechanisms were proposed for System-R to enforce consistenc y and in
teg rit y of dAta [5j. Trigger> mon itor the databAse for •orne conditions , 
o ther than those representing consistency vio1Rtion3. Triggrrs can be at· 
tar her! to object properties as well to their operatinns to generate whatever 
actio ns are desired . When a trigger predicate becomes true, the associated 
trigger action (body ) is executed. In the follo wing we review JOme models 

that support dynamjc features: 
Temporal Hierarchic Model (THM) is ba>ed on the Logical OatabMe 

Model and the Entity Relationship Model. It introduces a clocx, as a 
speci"l entity type and maintains the current time as an entity outside 
the modei !6J. Entit ies of this class in relation with other entities are used 
to express : 

the creRtion time of an entity, 

the insertion / update / delete time into cl i\sSPs , 

the time at which a relationship is established between an object 
and ano ther ron~truct in the mociel. 
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Also, using two entities of the TIME class, one can express duration (from
to) for entities or relations. The concept of t ime here is used to keep 
track of entity history. THM also provides a special mechanism called 
hlstory _classes , to keep hlstory information in history environments that 
is connected with time cia ... 

TAXIS [3J, synthesizes semantic modeling constructs with control and 
typing mechanisms from imperative languages . It provides some modeling 
concepts such as generalization (IS .A relationshlps ), aggregation, clMsifi
cation with more general programming faciliti es (as ADT) and exception 
handling. TAXIS provides tools for modularizing the database transac
t ions; they support a wide class of interactive data applications. Also, it 
incorporates most of the semantics associated with the specification of the 
operations on such data. It provides a composite operation (transaction ) 
hlerarchles and operation relationship control structures in generalization 
and aggregation hlerarchles. It also deals with the exception handling in 
a hierarchical manner . 

The Extended Semantic Hierarchy Model (SHM+) [3J, has hlghly struc
tured static constructs that are integrated with dynarruc components in an 
elegant hlerarchy. Its approach is based on an object-oriented pararugm 

of programming languages. SHM+ supports the abstraction mechanisms 
of classification, aggregation, generalization and association. Behavioral 
components forms an integral part of the structural builrung blocks. Trans
actions are designed at a higher level of the hierarchy. 

The Event Model [tO J, is a semantic data model that combines static as 
well as dynamic primitives at a fundamental level. Each entity is treated 
as an ADT that has attributes . Entities flow between events. Events are 
either primitive (create/ destroy entity, update attribute value of an entity 
and perusal events that make no state change ) or composite (event with 
subevents) which are made by combining other events using sequencing, 
conditional , and iteration. Events aid in clarifying the meaning of opera
tions. The Event Model also provides a hlerarchy to organize entities and 
events . It supports aggregation , generalization and clasoification abstrac
tion mechanjsms. It also provides a unified support system for the entire 
life cycle of a database. Finally it gives a primary role to transactions, as 
a fundamental part of the initial funct ional specification of a system and 
is used to derive much of the refinement and implementation procesJ . 

Object.Oriented Semantic A55ociation Model (OSAM• ) [t7J follows 
t he object -oriented paradigm of modeling data where the abstract data 
ty pe ( ADT), property inheritance and metaclass concepts are emphasized . 
OSAM• allows also for rule-based knowled~e com ponents to be integrated 
with objects and object rlasses . It uses vi\r ious anociation types and riata 
ron structors in a nested o r recursi .. ·e way in o rd~r to represen t a CQmplex 

classes of object s and semant ic relationships "mon11 objects . An objrrt , 
t-i ther it is concrete, abstract (conc ep tual ) or an even t , is r~pruented hy a 
globally unique object identifier (OlD ) which is generated by the DB\15 
at the creation ti me of that object. OS AM • objec t classes co nsist of a 
spec ificati on part and an implementat ion part. The specification part of 
a class consis ts of: 

• its stntctural association relationship with other classes 

• the high -level op~rntions that provide "ccess and manipulati on nf 
the cla55 and its objec ts 

• the rules and constraints that govern the act ions taken. 

T he implementation part of a class consists of procedures and functions 
.that implement operations and rules mentioned in the specification part 
in form of methods . Th is encapsulation mechanism t hat provide> informa
tion hiding from the user is useful in dealing with aggregate of ope rations 
in an atomic fashj on. 

4 DYNAMIC ACTIVITIES IN THE SBDM 

We select t he Semantic Binary Data Model as a fact -oriented model and 
augment its features by activity repre•entations to meet complete require 
ment> of a knowledge system. Tools for representing dynamic activities 
are focused on the event-driven behaviors of the application environment. 
Office procedures, for example , are typically triggered upon completion of 
some awaited event: the modification o f a document, the completion of 
a form or the arrival of a mesoage. In our work, the representation of 
the dynarruc features is embedded in the conceptual schema design and 
in the data manipulation language . For describing dynamic feature s in 
the conceptual schema, Petri-nets technique are used. The basic tool for 
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conceptual schema modeling of the static structures in SBDM is oemanlic 
nets. Petri-nels are used for modeling dynamic behaviors in the concep
tual schema. The Petri-nets approach of modeling dynamic aspects is ll6J 
defined by four-tuple 

M = (P, T, !, 0), where 

P: the set of places (stales), each is depicted by a circle . 
T: the set of transitions (event), each io depicted by a bar. 
I: the input function for each transition lj, defines the set 

of places which input to it, depicted by the set of arrows 
from place• coming to the transition, l(tj) = P;. 

0: the output function for each transition lj, defines the set 
of arrows from the transition going to the places, 

O(t,) = P •. 

Attached to each tra.nsition is a pair of dynamic constraints one pre· 
condition and one postcondition, which are specified as predicate logic 
sentences and are repre5ented a.s arcs to the transition and to an output, 

place respectively. The precondition specifies the requirement upon the 
input variables of the tranaition to occur. The postcondition apecifies the 

True 110<> 
aK user 10 True-> 

Wicrn i.ty 1 and c: cnrollmc:nc(s.c) ; 

Puamc:ters of Petn · nt:t 
d do:panncnt . 

locals vanables 
s: Qudcnt, 
c: counc: 

True-=> 
tend "drop Jrodc-

Ftg 2 Fwtetion Enroll _ln_Course 

runsequences of the event in terms of the description of the attribute vaJ. 
ues of the output variables . A transition is enabled if each of its place• 
contains a token (simple entity ). A tramition can fire (trigger) whenever 
il is enabled and its preconditions are t rue . After firing of a tranaition a 
token is remove>d (consumed} from each of its input places and a token i5 
plart"d into each of its output places, and its postconditions become true . 
The firing of a transition corresponds th e occurrence of an event. Figure 
2 sho ws an txample of using Petri-nels. 

On the other hand, predicate logic is used to assist in describing the dy· 
namir bcbavior of the entities in the data manipulation laguage . Predicate 
log•< provides more precise specifications to represent knowledge for the 
situat ions that occurs in the real world. A formal specification overcome• 
the ambiguities that arise when using natural languages or the graphical 
languages . An example of describing dynamic behavior in a business sys· 
tern is the situation of htre and fire an employee. This situation can be 
described with predicate logic as follow : 
S, 1~ (z E Per>on /, (z !"Employee) l htred(r )) -
Employee) 

S, + I I= (z E 

S, 1~ (z E Employee II f•r e( z) ) - - S, + I II (z If Employee) 

S : state I= : is true - - : if. then . 

4-1 Description of dynamic features 

Dynamic aspects in the SBDM are modeled by situation-action rules, dy. 
namic constraints and a control mechartism for efficient triggering rules. 
Attached to each rule is a pair of dynamic constraints: precondition( s) 
and postcondition(s), which are specified as predicate logic expreniono. 
A rule can fire whenever it is enabled and its preconditions are true. After 
firing a rule , an action will be executed and the postcandition will become 
true . An action may cause other rules to fire and can lead to a chain of 
events / actions in a specified hierarchy. 

In order to describe the dynamic feature• of a UoD in the SBDM, the 
notions of event, action and tranoaction should be defined. 

An event is a situation that occurs either during a database operation, 
a triggering action (of a certain rule), or an otherwise transaction 
operation (to be defined latter). This specifies when to check for 
a certain rule precondition(•) to be satisfied. Often more than one 
process is used to determine the occurrence of such a.n event, and 
more than one process may wait for its occurrence . Occurrence 
of an event type produces specific effects on related objects in the 
environment. Events can be internal or external. An internal event 
is a consequence of a previous event and io analogous to a derived 
event in jlOJ. On the other hand, external event is that occurs or 
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is caused by something oullide the scope of the UoD . An event 
hierarchy is specified when an event triggered by a user invocation 
of a single event. 

An action is a behavioral property of an object and can be invoked to 
produce a otate transition for an object. This specifies how to aatisfy 
a certain rule condition. An action is composed of database primi · 
tives operations applied on an object. They are the only means to 
alter an object, which ensures the oemantic integrity of entities . An 
action can also be viewed as a user's logical step applied on an entity. 
An object can have more than one action. Actions can be claS&ifi~d 
into: 

• Insert a fact: thio adds a new fart to an existing object . It also 
creates a nf'w object if it doet not exist and then relates it to 
the inserted fact and al5ociates it with the opecified relation . 

• Delete a fact: this action delde& the lipecified fact, and if the 

associated object is not asoociated with another fact , it is alsu 
deleted . 

• Replace a fact : this action is not elementary, since it io corn 
posed of both actions mentioned above . This type of actions is 
considered as a tran&achon. 

A transaction is composed of a group of actions and produce• a col 
lection of logicaUy related events on one or more objects. Transac 
tiom do not interact directly with database primitive operations and 
have a larger acope t han actions do. A class of event& io designed 
by modeling a transaction. From the conceptual view, a tranoac · 
tion is atomic in the sense that it io performed in an indivioible 
operationji5J. 

A function is a mechanism to describe all possible execution histories 
that an entity can go through! !J. A function is basicaUy an exten 
sion of Petri · net s. Each node in the function represents a &late, and 
each tran1ilion represent!! a transaction that can changt the states 
of processes being represent ed. Functions are intended to model 
long·term events in the Uo D. The main objective is to have such 
abstraction as a generalized process which requires communication 
and synchronization mechanisms of the system designer . In order to 
enable communication between different functions, message passing 
mechanisms are uaed which are based on the primitive operators of 
the communicating sequential processes (CSP) !7J. Functions arc 
useful in enforcing dynam..ic integrity constraints on transaction call 
sequences (a student can not receive grades until he / she has enrolled 
in a course) and in defining the format and protocol of interactions 
with usen . Functions provide a natural place for exception -handling , 
including execution arising due to time delays . Functions may be as
oociated with different attributes which control protection and pri· 
ority. 

A rule fire• only if the event occurs and the precondition evaluation 
is true (t.ypicaUy through a query functions on the fact base or on envi 
ronment parameters). When a rule fire•, its action will be tnggered, and 
its postcondition is evaluated (to guarantee the database consistency) . As 
a result, the action may cause the generation of new events that conse
quently cause other rules to fire . These cascading rule firings produce con· 
sequent asser tions of additional information through the succession of rule 
activation in forward chairting expansion. Both actions and transactions 
are forms of procedural abstractions that causes appropriate invocation 
context. Before such invocations, certain preconditions must be fulfilled 
and actions on other entities may be nece .. ary. 

4.2 Control abstractions definition 

In order to provide dyn&II\ic specifications, the SBDM is extended to sup
port control abstractions. For high -level composite operations ( actiom, 
transactions) control abstractions are used to relate operations on object&. 
The three forms of control abstractions are : 

• Aggregation of operations that can be executed either in sequence or 
in parallel on an object. 

• Generalization of an operation on a generic is composed of a choice of 
operations, one for each subcategory ( ca•e io used for nonoverlapping 
subcategories, and sequences or parallel if-then control structures are 
used for overlapping subcategories). 
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• A•.ociation of an aggregate object is expressed as a repetition oper-

ation on all members of that aggregate (do-while or for-each control 
structures are used in the framework ofeither sequence or parallel 
control structures) - An operation on a Set is composed of an oper
ation that is applied in sequence or parallel to each member of the 
Set. 

The operational hierarchy of transaction / action supports the operation 
modularity. Elementary action is regarded as the smallest unit of opera
tions which change one fact. Actions can occur simultaneously and do not 
violate any integrity constraints of the conceptual schema. A transaction 
is a minimal set of actions and can be executed either in sequence or in 
parallel [15J. 

4.3 The Time Notion 

The time concept (time axis) is a fundamental entity for any method at
tempting to model dynamic information and to express the proper behav
ior of activities [llJ. In many applications the dynamics of the system can 
be modeled by the notion of causality {sequence of events caused by the 
invocation of a single event). In some information systems it is relatively 
important to express the occurrence of some events relative to another 1 

but if the time axis is being represented as an entity, it can be useful in 
the conceptual schema design and is not considered at the internal level. 
Also in defining time axis, the DBMS needs to supp ort the following: 

Valid !tme: the clock time that the event occurred in the real world, 
independent of the reco rding in database . 

Tran,actlon time: concerns wlth the storage of information in the 
DB . Transaction time of an event is t he t ransaction sequence number 
(an integer ) of the trans actions that already sto red . 

Uur defined tame: it is provided by the use r or application program. 

Another point of view of in troducing the time axis is t he question of time 
being absolute or relative to some events. 

5 AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 

As an ill ustrative example, the University Schema (Figure 4) is considered 
[12 J. Events are represented by a bar and arrows ramming from precon· 
ditions and going to postconditions . An important mec hanism that can 
be implement ed is the time stamping introduced in T Ht-.1. Each event of 
CltEATE NEW as a basic construct in SB 01\1 i I:;, 12 [ is augmented by 
~ time > as an o pti o n part\meter . The same can he pe- rformed whilf'" rela· 
tionships are es tablished amon~ nhjects by RELATE . C ATEG ORIZE or 
IJECATEGORIZE ronstructs. 

Two ba.ic actions a re presented Take.Course and Drop.Course . Each 
action is sp~ci fied by a set o f parameters set of preconditions and a 5et 

FUNCTlON 
(scrip< ) 

PROCESS 
(Tra.n.<KUOO) 

ACTlON 

SIMPLE 
OPERATION 

PHYSICAL 
OPERATION 

Fig 3 Operational hiaarchy 

Funcuon 
requmt-.ent 

Concepcua.l 

Logical 
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of postcondition& that specified t)le dynamic constraints. The actions 
Take_Course and Drop_Course are described as follow: 

Action Take_Course ( s : STUDENT, c : COURSE ) ; 
precondition: 

c ia offered? ; 
limit not reached? , 
c is not taken before by s? 

then: 
insert c to the list tak ing course of s ; 
insert s to the enrollment list of c; 
increment the size of c; 

postcondition: 
s is inc enrollment list?; 
c is in a course list?; 

end...ac:tion Take_Course ; 
Action Drop_Course ( s : STUDENT , c : COURSE ); 
precondition: 

s is taking course c? ; 
then: 

delete c from the list taking course of s; 
delete s from the enrollment list of c ; 

postcondition: 
end...action Drop_Course; 

The transaction Transfer..From_Course is composed of two actions, namely 
Take.Course and Drop.Course. 

[n representing the function EnrollJn_Course as a long teem trans
action it is important to specify all the states and transi tions inside the 
fun ction body. 

Function EruollJn_Course (d : DEPARTMENT ); 
Local Parameters: 

States: 

s: STUDENT; 
c: COUR SE; 
grade: {0 .. 100} ; 

tn1ttal: initiaLstate ; 

final : fi naL.state ; 
other.: state _! , state..2, state_3; 

Transit ions: 
Obtam mformatwn : 

from initiaLstate ; 

to state . l i 
Condstaon: none ; 

Actton: get c , s from use r ; 
EnroUment: 

from state _l ; 

to atate ...2 ; 

name 
binhe:Ycar homc.Addr 

starus ~univ.Addr otdld PEASON --
(ft .p<l -------- - - --- . --

S'T1JDI!J'(l' -

·.. hu_a 

· · ~-. enrou 
(s.cl . 

0 

is_a 
relationship 
abstract object 

0 
event 
token 
dataflow 

Fig 4 Activity representation in the university database schema 
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Condition: none j 

Action: Take_Course(s,c); 

Drop couru: 

Grade: 

from state _2 ; 
to state _3 ; 
Condtit on: none j 

Action: Drop _Course(s ,c) ; 

from state_2 ; 
to finaL.state ; 
Condttion:none; 
Achon: Send "drop-grade" m~nag~ ; 

Drop_ Grade: 
from state_3 ; 
to final...state ; 
Condt! ton:none ; 
A chon: Send grade ; 

e nd EnroUJn _Couue; 

CONCLUSION 

In thi s paper , we integrated the Semantic Binary Database Model (SBDM) 
as a fa ct- o rientt-d model with dynamic activity reprefientations in order to 

have a system that meet& all of the requirements for a knowledge bue 
system. Dynamic aspects in the SBDM are modeled by situation-action 
rules , d:vnamic constraints and a control mechanism for efficient trigger · 
ing rules . Attached to each rule is a pair of dynamic constraints: one 
precondition and one postcondition , which are specified as predicate logic 
expressions . A rule fires whenever it is enabled and its preconditiona are 
true . After firing a rule, an action will be executed and the postcondi · 
t ion wiU become true to establish integrity and consistency in the Fact 
Base . An action may cause other rules to fire and can lead to a chain of 
rvPnl s 'art ions in a specified hierarchy. Triggers and const raints gua.ra.ntee 

int egrit;· and consistency of facts in the knowledge base . The enhanced 
model is a romhination of production rules and stru ctured objects kn ow). 

('(i~ e re presrntation scheme5. 
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